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TRSA European  
Laundry Tour (Texcare)

June 22–27, 2020 • Germany

Tour cutting-edge laundries and manufacturing plants and facilities 
with colleagues including Kannegiesser, Jensen and Volkswagen. 

Start with the World Textile Services Congress ( June 18-19) and 
continue the momentum with Texcare June 20-21, see exhibits of 

laundry equipment and supplies totaling 400,000 square feet.

 ENJOY FIVE DAYS OF PLANT TOURS. After Texcare, join TRSA 
colleagues to tour plants with the latest technologies and best practices, 
observe how operators meet demand for clean uniforms, linen and dust 
control products.

 EXPERIENCE GERMANY! Between stops, enjoy your evenings in 
picturesque cities such as historic Vlotho with its 13th century castle, two 
nights in the village of Harsum, comprised of nine hamlets known as the 
true heart of Germany and concluding with two nights in Berlin, the 
capital and largest city in Germany, where you can see remnants of the 
Berlin Wall and other museums chronicling Germany’s history.

 INCLUSIVE TOUR PRICING. Relax and let TRSA do the planning! 
Your experience includes five nights’ lodging in Vlotho, Harsum and 
Berlin, most meals and coach transportation—for one price.

Experience the Future of Manufacturing  
and Laundry Automation and Digitization

Thanks to Our Sponsors



LEVERAGE YOUR TRAVEL DOLLARS AND 
EXPERIENCE EUROPEAN INNOVATION AMONG A 
DIVERSE ARRAY OF PLANTS:

MONDAY, JUNE 22
Jöckel Laundry (Healthcare, 
Hospitality, F&B, Industrial)
• Built 2011
• Produces 22 tons per eight hour shift
• Sorting and handling features 18 sort 

categories, 12 lines, 90 bags, 4.95 tons of 
storage

• Washroom technology includes tunnel 
washers, water extraction presses, shuttle 
conveyors, ten dryers, VacuTrans System 
and one cartwash

• Two finishing lines, four folders
• Loading station features multiple hanger 

types

TUESDAY, JUNE 23
Kannegiesser Factory
• Tour the manufacturing plant where state 

of the art equipment and technology 
combine (Power Dry, InfraTouch, Energy 
Air Control and ECO@power)

Jensen Factory
• View the latest in laundry automation 

such as Jensen CleanTech and other high 
performing, highly automated systems 
featuring seamless data communication

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24
Volkswagen Headquarters and 
Manufacturing Plant
• 70,000,000 square feet campus
• 60,000 employees
• 4,000 industrial robots
• Production line output 3,500 vehicles/day
• Five floor auto museum
• VW model showroom

THURSDAY, JUNE 25
Ruess Laundry (Hospitality, F&B)
• Built 2015
• Family owned, 200 employees
• Features barrier wall due to processing of 

nursing home linens
• Produces 18-20 tons per day/five days/

week
• Soil and clean monorail systems

• Soil sort has 12-14 bins, one continuous 
batch washer (132 lb), one 132-lb 
washer extractor, 18 compartments with 
extraction and one cart washer

• Clean features 18 bag storage for toweling, 
40 bags for flatwork

• Combination of double and single-batch 
dryers

• Three towel folders with feeding 
arrangement

• Three ironer lines with separating units 
and feeding conveyors to the operators

• Fully automatic conveyor system

Ruess Laundry (Uniforms, 
Workwear, Industrial)
• Cleans and repairs protective workwear

FRIDAY, JUNE 26
City Clean (Industrial, Mats)
• Family-owned, 600 employees
• Production is 90 tons/day in the summer; 

120 tons/day in the winter
• Futurail laundry bag handing system with 

eight storage conveyors, sorts into ten types
• Washroom features two tunnel washers, 

four centrifugal extractors, seven transfer 
dryers

Greif Laundry (Hospitality, F&B)
• Founded 1952, new facility opened 2017
• 250 employees
• Produces 75 tons/day
• Soil and clean monorail systems
• Two soil sorting arrangements 12-14 bags 

each
• Two continuous batch washers (185 lb 

each), 18 compartments with 10 system 
batch dryers

• Ten towel folders with feeding 
arrangements, eight ironer lines, three 
automatic feeds

• Fully automatic conveyor system tracks 
folding through stacks to packout

SATURDAY, JUNE 27
Walking Tour of Berlin
Complimentary tour of Berlin’s highlights, 
landmarks and hidden gems with friendly 
local guide mixing of history, culture and 
local atmosphere including Potsdamer Platz, 
Brandenburg Gate, Holocaust Memorial and 
remains of the famous Berlin wall.

INCLUSIVE TOUR PRICE covers 
five nights’ lodging  
(June 22–26), hotel breakfast, 
lunch on excursions, 
three dinners and coach 
transportation.

MONDAY, JUNE 22
• Depart Frankfurt for Vlotho
• Jöckel Laundry (Healthcare, 

Hospitality, F&B, Industrial)
• Lunch
• Arrive at Hotel Ostertor, Vlotho
• Dinner (sponsored by Kannegiesser)

TUESDAY, JUNE 23
• Kannegiesser Factory, Vlotho
• Lunch at factory
• Jensen GmbH Factory, Harsum
• Arrive at Hotel Van Der Dalk
• Dinner in Harsum (sponsored by 

Jensen)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24
• Depart Harsum for Wolfsburg
• Volkswagen Group Worldwide 

Headquarters and Manufacturing 
Plant (full day including lunch)

• Depart Wolfsburg to Harsum
• Arrive at Hotel Van Der Dalk
• Dinner in Harsum (on your own)

THURSDAY, JUNE 25
• Ruess Laundry (F&B, Hospitality)
• Lunch
• Ruess Laundry (Uniforms, Workwear)
• Depart Wolfsburg to Berlin
• Dinner in Berlin (sponsored by 

TRSA)
• Lodging Berlin Marriott Hotel

FRIDAY, JUNE 26
• City Clean (Industrial, Mats)
• Greif Laundry (Hospitality, F&B)
• Farewell Reception in Berlin
• Lodging Berlin Marriott Hotel

SATURDAY, JUNE 27
• Walking Tour of Berlin
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ACCOMMODATIONS

JUNE 22
Best Western Plus Hotel Ostertor

Osterstor. 52 - 54
32105 Bad Salzuflen
Tel.: +49 (0) 5222 983 88 0
www.hotel-ostertor.com

Centrally located in the city center of the spa district in the historic part of the 
city, you’ll enjoy exploring the picturesque gardens, fountains and workhouses. 
Characteristic of this year are the saline springs that makes this region known as 
“Germany’s healing garden.”

JUNE 23–24
Van Der Valk Hotel Hildesheim 

Markt 4
D-31134 Hildesheim
Tel.: +49 (0) 5121 300 0
hildesheim.vandervalk.de/en
Hildesheim is famous for its many churches; St. Mary’s Cathedral and St. 
Michael’s Church, UNESCO World Heritage sites since 1985, are both 
extraordinary examples of Romanesque religious art of the Holy Roman Empire. 
You can also visit the “one-thousand-year-old-rosebush” at the apses of the 
Cathedral. Enjoy time on the patio at Historic Market Square, surrounded by 
medieval half-timbered buildings and impressive stone buildings.

JUNE 25–26
Berlin Marriot Hotel 

Inge-Beisheim-Platz 1
10785 Berlin
Tel.: +49 (0) 30 220000
www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/bermc-berlin-marriott-hotel/
Potsdamer Platz has been redeveloped as the new centre of Berlin after the fall of 
the Wall and is a striking example of urban renewal.  Main attractions to be seen 
while walking around the Potsdamer Platz area include: Debis Tower (Renzo 
Piano) and the Daimler Atrium with its public spaces, including changing art 
exhibitions, an auto showroom and the artificial water basin, Boulevard of Stars, 
Sony Center, Cinema Complex and Museum for Film and Television, Arkaden 
Shopping Mall (Richard Rogers), a 3D IMAX cinema, Musical Theatre and 
Casino, and Weinhaus Huth wine merchants—the oldest and only surviving 
original pre-World War II building.




